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ABSTRACT

Eighty-eight subjects, recent immigrants to the U.S. with minimal English
knowledge, read Vietnamese sentences and were asked to demonstrate English
and French Knowledge of a designated word within each sentence, by means
of a translation task. For cases of French knowledge, transfer effects
of lexical items seem to overrule the effect of word knowledge in that
subjects demonstrate better knowledge of English-French cognates than formal contrasts, and better knowledge of formal contrasts than misleading
cognates. Both recognition and production of English are considered. The
results have implications for teaching English to recently immigrated IndoChinese people with a background in French. A psycholinguistic and linguistic discussion is made. General suggestions are made for teaching a
third language when it is linguistically related to a second language,
but unrelated to the person ' s mother tongue.
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The Lexical Transfer Effect of French Knowledge on English Language by the
Native Vietnamese Speaker.

Vietnamese and other Indo-Chinese immigrants to Western countries
often know some French before they try to acquire the language of their
new homeland.

If this country is French speaking, then there is no problem,

but the situation is different when the new language is German, Dutch or
English.
and French

This is particularly a problem in the last case because English
ar~

lighly lexically related, and some specific lexical transfer

processes may arise when immigrants already know some French.
In the first part of this paper we consider the importance of this
question for teaching English to this category of language learners.

In

the second part we try to conceptualize it psycholinguistically, and
linguistically in the third part.

Some specific hypotheses are formu-

lated in the fourth section, which are tested in the fifth:

When Viet-

namese know the particular French words (L2), English words (L3) which are
cognates of French words are easier to recognize and to produce than those
which are formal contrasts, and the latter, in turn, are easier than misleading cognates.

Since Vietnamese (Ll) is unrelated to either French or

English, neither positive nor negative transfer is assumed from that language (apart from French borrowings in Vietnamese, which are relatively
few in number).

In the sixth section we draw conclusions from the gathered

data for psycholinguistic theory on lexical transfer processes in multilingual settings, and in the final part, some implications for teaching
are presented.
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Vietnamese immigrants to the U.S. and their French bias:

How to teach

them English.

In the past 15 years, several hypotheses have been formulated about
foreign language acquisition processes in relation to the mother tongue:
(1) the contrastive analysis hypothesis (CAR) in its strong and weak variat ions about the role of the mother tongue in foreign language use--contrasts with the native language should predict, or at least explain, difficulties in learning a foreign language; (2) the interlanguage hypothesis
(ILH) which proposes perfect L2 mastery next to Ll, proceeding according
to some systematic stages reflected by specific errors; and (3) the identity
hypothesis (IDH) which suggests that L2 acquisition is, to a large extent,
similar to Ll acquisition.

What all these hypotheses have in common is

that they have been mostly examined in rather exploratory studies on the
syntactic level (CAR, IDH and ILH) and on the morphological level (ILH and
IDH), but hardly at all on the lexical level (that is, lexicon in the sense
of content words, and less in the sense of function words which operate
mostly on the syntactic level).
In recent American books on second language acquisition (Hatch, 1978)
and second language reading

(Y~ckay

et al., 1979), some attention is paid

to the lexicon, but hardly any to lexical contrasts with the first language
(not to be confused with the use of the first language through translation),
and there is no mention of cases where three or more languages are involved
(as in the case of Vietnamese refugees coming to the U.S. with some knowledge
of another language, such as French).
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Only in the last few years has there been an increasing interest in
the teaching of the English lexicon.

This is reflected in contributions to

the TESOL Quarterly and Proceedings of TESOL Conventions (Martin, 1976;
Richards, 1976; Judd, 1978; and Rivers & Best, 1978),

In none of these cases,

however, is there focus on lexical contrasts with other languages.

There

are a few recent exceptions, however, particularly for a related language
pair like English-French, which is of specific relevance to Indo-Chinese
immigrants.

In 1976, Hammer & Monad published an English-French cognate

dictionary (cognate = same or similar form with same meaning, like the
French and English word orange).

In 1978. Hammer also contributed an ex-

tensive literature survey on cognates and misleading cognates (same or similar form with different meaning, like LFrench car
car

= French vOitureJ),

= English bu~l ~ [English

Her study deals basically with English and French,

but also with English-Spanish and English-German, dating back to 1920.

She

pointed out a void, however, in the literature, dealing with misleading
cognates as they relate to negative transfer.

Very recent attempts to teach

misleading cognates in the ESL classroom are from Wilcox & Lehman (1980).
for English-Spanish and English-French speakers.

As far as we know, until now, there have been no studies investigating what happens when immigrants have a native language completely unrelated to English (i.e., Arabic, Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese) and already
know another European language related to English (i.e., French, German or
Spanish).

Considering the fact that a massive number of Indo-Chinese im-

migrants are coming to the U.S. (300,000 in January, 1980, and growing ever
since), this question is important for developing strategies for teaching
English to such people.
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The case of the Vietnamese:

What exactly is their French bias?

There were two important waves of Vietnamese immigration to the U.S.
and other countries -- one that started in 1975 with the reuniting of Vietnam under one communist regime. and one that started in 1979 with the expulsion of ethnic Chinese from Vietnam.

There existed an educational dif-

ference between the two groups, with the education level of the first being,
on the average, higher than that of the second.
group was exposed to more French than the second.

Consequently, the first
Table 1 gives an indica-

tion of the structure of the educational system, regarding foreign language
instruction, in Vietnam.

University education is excluded, since this

represents a very restricted population.
Foreign language education (French and English) of Vietnamese immigrants
to the U.S.
School Period

Foreign Language Taught in Primary School (PS)
and 5econdary School (SS)

before 1945

in PS and 58, curriculum in French;
in S5, English language teaching was included.

52-43

1945-54

in PS, curriculum in Vietnamese; French language
taught 10 hours/week for 5 years;
in SS, curriculum in French. French language
taught 24 hours/week for 7 years, while English
language was taught 3 hours/week for the last 3 years.

43-22

1954-75

in PS, no foreign language instruction;
in 55, first 4 years, English or French was taught
7 hours/week and ,during the last 3 years, French
and English were each taught 4 hours/week.

22-18

1975-79

in PS, no foreign language instruction;
in S5, English or French was taught for 3
hours/week for the entire 7 years.

'>

52

(Information gathered from Vietnamese teachers of foreign languages and
immigrants to the U.S.)
Table 1
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A few additional comments are necessary in order to complete the
picture of the educational system.

From 1862 to 1945, the Vietnamese edu-

cation system was heavily influenced by French cultural domination (Duong,
1978).

Chinese or French language and culture was emphasized, rather than

that of the Vietnamese.

In addition, literary education was stressed to

the detriment of vocational and technical education, and memorization and
imitation were encouraged, at the expense of initiatives in problem solving.
Between 1954 and 1975, the country was split into a communist Northern part
and an American dominated Southern part.
in the Southern part.

We refer, here, to the situation

Immigrants report that there was no English teaching

in the North during this period, only French.
curricula are in Vietnamese.
somewhat confusing.

Finally, since 1954, all

Reports about the situation since 1978 are

There has been only one foreign language taught in

some cases, with Russian, English, French, Chinese or Japanese being learned
at home, with private instructors.
It is, therefore, a fair assumption that immigrants educated before 1954 (older than 43 years of age) learned much French.

Those educated

later probably have some knowledge of French as well as English (except
those educated at private French institutions, who would have a far better
knowledge of French).

Refugees without secondary school education, younger

than 43 years of age, have no French knowledge.
representative of the second wave of immigration.

This category is highly
Furthermore, personnel

at Vietnamese resettlement centers in the SaR Francisco Bay Area estimates
that 10% of the Vietnamese adult refugees (older than 18 years) have learned
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French.

In absolute terms, this figure warrants paying particular atten-

tion to the French bias of Vietnamese immigrants, in their acquisition
of English.
This is of particular interest since English and French share
10,993 cognates which could be facilitating, but also 950 misleading
cognates which could be a considerable interference (Hammer, 1978).
It is interesting to note, therefore, that in their manual for IndoChinese refugee education, Grognet et al. (1976) do not list the French
bias among the sources of difficulty or facilitating factors in learning
English.

While pronunciation and grammar problems are discussed, vocab-

ulary is not.
Further evidence about the extent to Which French interferes or
helps Vietnamese immigrants acquiring English may show the way to more
efficient teaching of such people.

In addition, such knowledge may have

implications for teaching English to other people with a good knowledge
of the French language.

Psycholinguistic aspects of the problem.

What happens when a Vietnamese already knows some French when acquiring or using English?

In order to conceptualize the lexical transfer

processes involved, we have to consider how people listen, speak, read
and write in their native language (Ll).

Moreover, we will consider the

literature relevant to instances of existing or developing bilingualism
(second language acquisition), in particular, the relationship between lexicon(s) and conceptual system(s).

In the case of the Vietnamese immigrants
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even more than two languages are involved, so we will expand upon that
topic appropriately.
It is a commonplace observation that efficient foreign language (FL)
communication depends heavily upon the correct comprehension or the production of the FL lexicon.

Pidgins, which are often highly communicative,

economize, first, on syntax and morphology, and less on lexicon.

Even if

their lexicon is simplified, there is still available a minimal lexicon
related to a reduced conceptual system.

Since any communication is oriented

to share concepts between the speaker and listener, or the writer and reader,
more study of'semantic or conceptual aspects of FL lexicon use is needed.
In 1954, Ervin and Osgood emphasized that the semantic aspects of second
language learning and bilingualism have been neglected, and we think that,
even in 1980, this is still true.
Stress on lexicon does not mean that the other levels of language
are not to be considered in FL communication.

A workable model should

take all of the different levels in one integrated view.

A good example

of such a model is thepsycholinguistic model of the language user in man
(Kempen, 1976), which relies on results of experimental studies as well as
speculative thought.

This model seems to be appropriate as a framework

for reflection upon FL reading, listening, writing and speaking; however,
we will limit our discussion to reading and writing.
The process of reading involves several subsystems, as shown
in Figure 1.
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The Language User in Man:

The Reader

lexicon
eye(s)

script
recognizer

~

text &
___'~ sentence
parser
I

conceptual
system

Figure 1

The eye perceives letters and blanks. then the script recognizer
tries to identify the script (asking, e.g., whether the graphemic conventions are familiar, what language the text is written in, etc.). and
identify phonological units such as phonemes and syllables.

Crucial is

the functioning of the sentence parser as its task is to detect the "conceptualization ll underlying each sentence of an input text.

The parser

starts out with the results obtained by the script recognizer, uses its
own syntactic knowledge and has access to conceptual system and lexicon
for such information.

The parser can operate either by means of syn-

tactically or conceptually guided analysis.
Writing also involves several processes, as shown in Figure 2.
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The Language User in Man:

The Writer

lexicon
text &
sentence
parser

script
producer

hand

conceptual
system

Figure 2

Crucial in this framework is the operation of the sentence generator:
it conceptualizes a sentence, as aimed at by the conceptual system, and
formulates it by retrieving the correct word from the lexicon and providing
a correct syntactic structure.

Then, the script producer chooses the ap-

propriate script to write a sentence, splitting it up into letters, words
and blanks.

Beyond the formulation of the sentence is the task of punc-

tuating the sentences, and putting them into paragraphs.

Finally, it is

the mechanism of the human hand which makes the sentence visible to the
reader (whether it is written, typed, or whatever).

Conceptualizing and

formulating may be a (partial) parallel or a serial process.
As far as FL reading is concerned, there is some evidence that lexicon is really a major factor in comprehension, even more so than syntax.
The results of the Shad ok project and subsequent experiments (Ulijn, 1977,
1978, 1979a, 1980a, 1980b, and in press) demonstrate that FL reading is not
as much syntactically guided as it is conceptually guided.

FL readers

generally focus, first, on content words of the text in order to comprehend, and, if necessary, then use syntactic information.

This means that
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syntactic difficulties such as syntactic contrasts with their L1 often remain unnoticed.

On the lexical level, however, content words appeared to

be more difficult to comprehend than syntactic function words, and ambiguous words more than unambiguous ones.

Lexicalization (i.e., retrieving

the correct word in the lexicon starting from the conceptual system), also,
is an important operation in formulating the correct sentence in the model
of the language user in man (Kempen, 1977 and 1978).

We, therefore, think

it is important to see, in more detail, how the conceptual system and lexicon are organized, and how they are interrelated in cases of more than
one language.

Lexicon and conceptual system in bilingualism and second language acquisition.

As we wish to examine the role of the lexicon with respect to several languages in the human brain, theories on the specific nature of the
lexicon in bilingualism, trilingualism, etc., are particularly relevant.
We deliberately leave out theoretical proposals about the general lexicalization processes (see, for instance, the models of Morton, 1970, and
Forster, 1976), but we will try to account for the effects of different
factors which play a role when relating words to concepts in reading, or
relating concepts to words inwriting.

High frequency, recent usage,

context, semantic apparency with:other well known concepts, and conceptual
lexical knowledge play roles in reading and writing.

Specifically related

to reading are homonymy and polysemy, and to writing, synonymy and phonological accessibility (Clark & Clark, 1977, and Schreuder & Levelt, 1978).
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Important is the notion of context, which allows the reader to infer the meaning of a given word (see Mosenthal et al., 1978, for a recent
proposal on a multicontext model of word recognition).

In so far as con-

text relates to the inner knowledge of the human being, it is included in
the construct of the conceptual system.

The conceptual system also includes

knowledge of grammar, syntax, morphology and the like.

The complexity of

the organization of the conceptual system is clearly demonstrated by work
in the area of artificial intelligence.
All these factors have impact on the functioning of the lexicon and
conceptual system in any language (Ll, L2, L3, etc.).

This discussion will

focus more on the links between several languages when they merge in the
brain when reading and writing L2 or L3.
What exactly is bilingualism?

The literature on that topic dates

back from long ago and is confusing.

Usually, a distinction is made be-

tween compound. coordinate, and sometimes, subordinate bilingualism, but
these terms have divergent connotations (Diller, 1970).
these terms, we will

fo~us

After defining

more on available experimental evidence of how

the conceptual system and lexicon are organized in typical cases of
b 11 ingualism.
Compound bilingualism would be developed through experience in
fused contexts such as speaking Ll at home and learning L2 at school, or
where the same family members use two languages interchangeably to refer
to the same environmental events

~hen

first and second language acquisition

occurs simultaneously, it is often difficult to decide which is first or
second).

Coordinate bilingualism would be developed through experiences
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in different linguistic communities where languages are rarely interchanged (and first and second language acquisition occurs successively).
Subordinate bilingualism would be developed in a monolingual situation
where another language is spoken and where foreign languages are taught
in school.

Often, several languages are "subordinated" to the native lang-

uage, as in Dutch secondary school, where Dutch is the native language and
French, German, English and, sometimes, Spanish or Russian are learned
rather simultaneously.

If rank order is used (first, second, etc.), it

refers mostly to the importance of respective languages in the amount of
learning or 'actual use.
A child born to a Vietnamese family living in the U.S., who goes to
an American school, would develop compound bilingualism.

A Vietnamese

adult, migrating to the U.S., acquiring ESL would develop coordinate bilingualism, and a Vietnamese adolescent learning English or French in a
Vietnamese secondary school would develop subordinate bilingualism.

The

validity of the compound-coordinate dichotomy, originated by Weinreich
(1954), has received .some empirical evidence from aphasia research.

Bi-

lingual aphasics who learned their languages in a coordinate fashion are
more likely to lose the use of only one of their languages, whereas compound bilinguals show a more general language deficit of the two languages,
when they become aphasic (Lambert & Fillenbaum, 1959).
The psycholinguistic basis for these sociolinguistic definitions of
bilingualism is much more difficult to define, which can be seen in the
efforts to measure language dominance of bilinguals, by Lambert (1972).
Some of the basic propositions are outlined here.
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In an early article, Ervin & Osgood (1954) propose two lexicons and
two conceptual systems for the compound bilingualism, and two lexicons and
one conceptual system for coordinate bilingualism, as diagrammed in Figure 3.

Compound Bilingualism

Lexicon

I Lexicon

1

2

~ Conceptual System

r

r

I

~

1

1

Conceptual System

2

Coordinate Bilingualism

Lexicon

1

k--____
Conceptual System

Lexicon

2
Figure 3

In the situation of reading aloud, by bilinguals, Kolers (1963, 1966)
proposes two alternatives:

(1) with switch -- where the two lexicons and

conceptual systems are stored separately (independent storage), and (2)
without switch -- where the two lexicons and conceptual systems are stored
centrally (interdependent storage).

Based on experimental results, he de-

cided that there is a switch, as it takes time to go from Ll to L2.

Macnamara

(1971) drew the same conclusion, whereas Neufeld (1976) decided on no switch
and one lexical store for Ll and L2, as he did not find significant differences between reading Ll-L2 mixed passages and unilingual passages (Ll or L2)
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aloud.

The nature of the conceptual system or semantic store is not clear

in this approach.

Since reading aloud is a mixture of language processing

and language production (and semantic aspects were not examined). it is hard
to say, on the basis of these results, how the conceptual system and lexicon
operate when reading or writing one or another language.
The interdependent single lexical storage and retrieval and the independent double lexical storage and retrieval are also researched with respect
to bilingual memory.

McCormack (1976) argues, on the basis of seven studies,

that sufficient data have been collected to enable him to conclude that the
single store position makes more sense both in terms of economy and in terms
of its predictive and explanatory power.

However, as in Koler's work, it is

not clear if a distinction is made between memory for lexical labels and
semantic memory.

Moreover, memory tests comprised of recall after learning,

which may be different from (un)conscious use of the lexicon in recognition
and production as reflected in normal listening, speaking, reading, and
writing.
Our idea is that' two lexicons should be necessary, and one single
conceptual system should be sufficient to account for a brain in which two
languages are operating.

Separate lexicons for separate languages seem to

be needed to allow a speaker to avoid constantly mixing the languages.

There

is plausible experimental evidence for the same conceptual system for all
languages.

In 1962, Rosenzweig compared word-association responses in Eng-

lish, French, German, and Italian, and found that, across languages, similar
associations tend to occur among words of similar meaning.
observed regardless of differences in verbal forms.

This effect was

Steinberg (1975) supplied

evidence that speakers of Chinese, Finnish, Japanese and Slovenian share the
same conceptual system for determining semantic sentence interpretations.
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Of course, a given language is an important means of expression of
culture, and, therefore, not all concepts are shared by all languages.

This

explains the possibility of semantic shifts in bilinguals, as shown by ErvinTripp (1961), in color-naming by Navaho-English bilinguals (as Navaho and
English speakers use different color systems).

Normally, human beings will

have many more concepts in common than different.

Therefore, how can we ac-

count for different response patterns in word association (for instance, the
results of Lambert, Havelky & Crosby, 1972, and Heuer, 1973)?

The number of

entries in the lexicons and the conceptual system is unstable, as is their
inner organization.

Words and concepts go in and out as a function of learn-

ing 'and forgetting.

The manner of learning will probably determine how con-

cepts and words are stored, and this, in turn, will determine the way they
are going to be retrieved.

Therefore, what can be retrieved from the con-

ceptual system through Lexicon 1 (and vice-versa) may be different in organization from what Lexicon 2 allows to be retrieved from the same conceptual
system.

In some bilinguals, however, the organization may be the same for

both languages, as shown by free recall experiments of Young & Wavar (1968).

The relationship between one conceptual system and two lexicons.

One frequent case of bilingualism would involve a child born to a
Vietnamese family already settled in the U.S. for some time.

This child

would build the conceptual system through access to two languages, one at
home (Vietnamese) and the other at school (English).

Some concepts will

go into the conceptual system under a Vietnamese lexical label, and others
will enter with an English label.

When the"school and the home settings
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are dealing with the same concepts, there will be a double VietnameseEnglish label, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Relationship Between the Lexicons and the Conceptual System

Lexicon 1
(Vietnamese)
Conceptual
System
Lexicon 2
(English)
Figure 4

Little translation will take place, as there is no direct relation between
Lexicon 1 and Lexicon 2.

When both languages are equally dominant, this

represents a balanced bilingual speaker.

This is considered compound bi-

lingualism (however note that Ervin & Osgood, 1954, as

.

pr~viously
,

stated,

propose this to be coordinate bilingualism).
A second common bilingual situation occurs when a Vietnamese e.ciu'1't,
whose conceptual system is almost finalized, comes to the U.S.

In this

case, English acquisition will reflect an English lexical re-labeling of
known concepts by inner translation (a direct relationship between Lexicon 1
is established).

Some Vietnamese concepts will be specific for that cul-

ture, and nonexistent in English (semantic voids), and others will be acquired with the English label, although they may exist in the Vietnamese
society (for instance, technical concepts learned in the U.S.).
ation can be diagrammed as in Figure 5.

This situ-
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Relationship Between Lexicons and Conceptual System (With Semantic Voids)

[

Lexicon I ,
(Vietnamese)

I

1/
"'-----------------~',~--------,

~--fi'~f~---·~

Semantic voids
in English

!
j

~+;----~------~--~

I
Conceptual System
A'---~---;------'
Semantic voids
in Vietnamese

Lexicon 2
(English)

Figure 5

This could be considered coordinate bilingualism.

As long as English exper-

ience develops, the direct relation between Lexicon 2 and the conceptual
system gets stronger, and the relation between Lexicon 1 and Lexicon 2 gets
weaker.

The detour via Lexicon I (translation) is no longer necessary.

Consequently, if this transformation process is strong enough, coordinate
bilingualism could turn into compound bilingualism.
In the second, case, which is of particular interest to us here, translation back and forth through Lexicon 1 provides a clear delineation of concepts, which is important for effective communication in the second language.
This could be the reason why learners systematically avoid words that have
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no equivalent in their native language (Blum & Levenston, 1978).

It may

also elucidate why teaching of new words explained by native language equivalents appeared to be more effective than teaching by explanation in the target language.

In this respect, development of subordinate bilingualism, as

focused on in the aforementioned experiments, will be rather similar to development of coordinate bilingualism.
We may conclude, as did Albert & Obler (1978), that, although the
notions of compound and coordinate bilingualism may be difficult to define,
they serve to remind us that acquisition parameters may influence the way
in which a second language is organized in later life.

Age of acquisition

and manner of acquisition must be considered factors which influence anatomical mechanisms of bilingualism.

One must approach the issue of label-

ing an individual as a compound bilingual with caution, however.

It is

likely that certain systems (phonology, perception, production, deep semantics) will appear compound for all bilinguals, while other systems, (lexicon, syntax) will appear coordinate, to a greater or lesser extent.

The

language perception and the language production systems, as previously
described, are, to some extent, independent of each other.

In the assess-

ment of bilingualism, it, therefore, makes sense to differentiate between
perception (comprehension or recognition) and production and to see whether
the lexicalization procedures involved in reading are different from those
of writing.

Furthermore, it is also important to know what happens when

more than two languages are involved, and to what extent the relations between conceptual system and lexicons depend on degree of formal similarity of the languages involved.

A discussion of these topics follows.
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of several non-native languages and the lexical transfer

What happens to the lexicons and the conceptual system when more than
two languages co-occur?

As with bilinguals, effective multilingualism de-

pends upon many factors such as simultaneous or successive acquisition and
age of acquisition of the different languages.
to be similarity of the acquired languages.

One of the main factors seems

Particularly in the case of re-

lated languages, the tendency to transfer from L1 to L2 or from L2 to L3
seems to be very strong.

The definition of transfer or interference varies

a lot in the literature on second language acquisition.

For the purpose

of this discussion, positive transfer leads to correct L2 and L3 use, while
negative transfer or interference leads to incorrect use of L2 or 13 (for a
terminological discussion, see Rattunde, 1971).

Kellerman (1978) argues

that the transfer from Ll items in L2 expressions is an active learning
strategy depending upon the learner's notion of distance between Ll and L2.
Some L2 items are more likely to be transferred than others to the extent
that they are believed to be less native language specific.

This is demon-

strated in an experiment where Dutch subjects had to judge the acceptability of English or German (L2) polysemous lexical items (English
German brechen/ Dutch breken).

~__~

The core meaning of these lexical items

shared by Ll and L2 was more likely to be transferred than more idiomatic
and figurative meanings.

Ulijn (1978) reviewed the research on the trans-

fer phenomenon related to L2 production, and found that things which are
nearly similar in two languages often seem more difficult than complete
differences (Juhasz, 1970).
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In the cases of three languages, there are four combinations of
possible relatedness, as follows:
l.

Ll - L2 - L3
u
u

2.

Ll - L2 - L3
r
r

3.

=

unrelated

= related

Ll- L2 - L3

u

4.

u
r

r

Ll - L2 - L3

r

u

Very little literature is available about lexical transfer processes involved in Combinations 1, 3 and 4, while there is some information on the
second combination.

The learning of foreign languages in The Netherlands

is a case in point, as nearly every secondary school student learns English,
French, and German practically simultaneously.

Although it is hard to

define L2, L3, and L4 in chronological order, incidences of interference
are interesting.

Ickenroth (1976) argues that when a particular Ll student

(Dutch) does not know a L2 word (French), for instance, one of his "escape"
routes is adapting a word from Ll or from L3 (English), etc.

He would pro-

vide the Dutch koper/ English copper with a French pronunciation __~_
Knibbeler (1977) surveyed French errors made by Dutch adults with some
school knowledge of French, English and German.

He found some lexical inter-

ference from English and not as much from German, which is much less re1ated to French than English is.

(Dutch speakers normally know English

and German better than French, as these languages are more closely related to Dutch than is French.

Furthermore, the Dutch speakers usually

have more exposure to English and German than to French.)

For the past 10

years, the same lexical transfer and interference has been noted in French
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spoken and written by Dutch engineering students in French courses at Eindhoven University of Technology (Ulijn, personal observations).

On the basis

of English compositions written by 187 bilingual students, LoCoco (1976)
concludes that the less equally balanced bilingual learner tends to rely more
on his stronger language, while the more equally balanced bilingual learner
relies less on the previously acquired languages (and this reliance appears
to be evenly distributed over German and Spanish).

Since both German and

Spanish are rather equally related to English, no preference can be given
to transfer from either language.
~1at

could be predicted, then, for a Vietnamese knowing some French?

This falls into our third classification of relatedness, as Vietnamese (Ll)
is unrelated to French (L2) which, in turn, is related to English (L3).

Since

unrelatedness implies no transfer, neither negative transfer no interference
can take place.

The second language, French, has only to be acquired.

In

learning the third language, English, which is related to French and unrelated to Vietnamese, the learner would not have any help or interference from
Vietnamese, but could from French.

The conceptual system and lexicons can be

diagrammed as in Figure 6 (for simplicity, the semantic voids are omitted).
Three Lexicons and Their Relationship to the Conceptual System

Lexicon 1
(Vietnamese) "'-

,

Lexicon 2
(French)

~'" _ _ _ _ _

1--_ _ _ _ _ _-"

_ __ /J
/1 __c_o_~_~_:_~_~_~_a_l----,

'''-.,.

"-.,.

"'~..........

"

//

,'-.- - - - - - -

. .,.

Lexicon 3
(English)

Figure 6

,-

//
///
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The Vietnamese learner of English would use the route Lexicon 3 -- Lexicon
2 -- Lexicon 1 -- Conceptual System in the recognition of an English word,
and the exact opposite route for English production.

If the direct link be-

tween Lexicon 2 and the conceptual system is strong enough, it is possible
to skip Ll.

Short cuts Lexicon 3 -- Lexicon 1 -- Conceptual System and

Lexicon 3 -- Conceptual System would be possible at latter stages of increasing compound trilingualism.

This L2

L3 interference rather than Ll -- L3

interference seems to correspond to anecdotal evidence on the phonological
level.

A Zairese speaker with perfect knowledge of Tshiluba (Ll) and French

(L2) would speak English (L3) with a French accent (Ferguson, Note'l). Similar L2 -- L3 interference, where Ll is related to both L2 and L3, has been
experienced by one of the present authors (Adele Donn) where she would transfer the French "r" (L2) and not the English "r" (Ll) to Spanish (L3).

Linguistic aspects of the problem and types of lexical contrasts between
Vietnamese, French and English.

In order to predict what happens when a Vietnamese speaker tries to
transfer knowledge to English lexical recognition and production, we need
a framework to describe adequately lexical contrasts.

After having reviewed

several techniques of contrastive analysis available in the literature,
Ulijn (1978) proposes a schema where both conceptual structure and linguistic
form of words vary.

A total of 12 types of contrasts can be reduced to

three basic categories:
1.

Cognates (C):

words which have the same or similar spellings

(form) and meanings (concept) in two or more languages, regardless of their
origins.

For example, English table and French table, where Ll

both concept and form.

=

L2 in
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2.

Formal Contrasts (FC):

spelling and the same meaning.

= L2

A

fenetre, where L1
3.

words which have a completely different

For example, English window and French

in concept but Ll I L2 in form.

Faux-amis, Deceptive or Misleading Cognates (MC):

words which

have the same or similar spellings but different meanings in two or more
languages.

=

For example, English pain = French chagrin while French pain

English bread.

In this case, Ll I L2 in concept but Ll

= L2

in form.

misleadingness, of course, is a hypothesis, and not an assumption.

The

Note

that the terms concept and meaning are used in the same way in this discussion.

For a further discussion on possible definitions, see Carroll

(1964), Ulijn (in press) and recent literature on linguistic semantics.
A brief discussion should be made of some of the details of the
specific languages involved.

Firstly, Vietnamese is a tonal language spoken

by 50 million people in Vietnam.
Southern has five.

The Northern dialect has six tones, the

As one of the rare languages in southeast Asia. it uses
~

)

a Roman letter alphabet (quoc ngu) developed by 16th century Spanish missionaries to replace native Chinese characters.
critical marks.

The tones are denoted by dia-

Phonologically, syntactically and lexically, Vietnamese is

unrelated to both French and English.

There are some loan words from French,

because of a century of French domination, but their spelling is often drastica1ly modified (in the Vietnamese-English dictionary of Nguyen Dihn Hoa,
1971, French loan words are specifically noted),

Before 1954, the year of
,

A

the French withdrawal from Vietnam, there was also a French pidgin (Tay Boi)
which is no longer spoken (Phillips, 1975).

Reinecke (1971) states that

remarkably few Vietnamese words were used in this pidgin.

French loan words
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and pidginized French words that are widely known by Vietnamese speakers
are so modified from original French that the Vietnamese speakers have to
master French as a completely different language from Vietnamese.
For historical reasons, French and English have a strong lexical relationship, even though English is a Germanic language and French is a Romance language.

As Hammer (1978) points out, the numbers of cognates and

misleading cognates between French and English is three times more than between other related language pairs such as English/Spanish and English/German.

Some of these occur in more complicated relationships (for example, Eng-

lish gas = French essence and gaz, while
essence are misleading cognates).

~

and gaz are cognates,

~

and

However, the three basic lexical relation-

ships (C, FC, MC) seem to be the most frequent between French and English.
What are the origins of the misleading cognates in the borrowing
process between two languages?

They may reveal some general underlying

psycho linguistic phenomena when either language is used in a multilingual
setting.
At one time in the history of a language, a transfer takes place
from one language to another as a cognate.

These words, however, are often

used in the new linguistic community for specific other needs without consuIting the original linguistic community.

This can be particularly harm-

ful in the area of technical and scientific terminology, where misleading
cognates between languages could create serious misunderstandings.

After

World War II, new technical terms were standardized in international committees to avoid divergent uses of such terms in different languages (Ulijn.
1979b).

/

Still, not all human activities are covered, as French editeur =

English Eublisher while English editor
one example.

= French

~dacteur, just to mention
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The same tendency to create misleading cognates can also be seen in
early child language, for example, when the English word king fuses with
the Estonian word kinni (meaning closed) (Vihman, 1979).

An important cause

for this is the child's misperception of the input language(s).

On the

basis of previous findings, Vihman argues that the child's goal almost seems
to be the production of a maximum number of lexical items with a minimum
repertoire of sound shapes.

A child does not avoid homonyms, but rather

makes use of them, while more sophisticated semantic and syntactic means are
being elaborated.

A child tries to use the same word for different mean-

ings, playing around with form and concept, and goes easily from one language
to .another in a bilingual setting.
A similar phenomenon can often be observed in the development of
pidgins.

Grass, in Neo-Melanesian pidgin, would be anything that grows out-

ward from a surface in a blade-like shape, and this would replace other original Ll words (Hall, 1966).

In this meaning, grass becomes a misleading

cognate of the English word with the same spelling.
The creation of misleading cognates between languages seems to be a
very natural process in bilingual development at the community level, as
well as on an individual basis.

When people acquire a new language after

their native or other languages, they must be aware of these formal and
comceptual similarities, particularly in cases where the languages are as
similar as French and English.
What is the relative difficulty of cognates, formal contrasts and
misleading cognates between existing and new languages when acquiring the
new?

Previously, we mentioned some evidence about general English-French

interference.

There is some specific experimental evidence pertaining to

the distinctions between e, Fe, and Me (albeit not in the Vietnamese --
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French-English situation).

In the Shadok project (Ulijn, 1978), Dutch

engineering students appeared not only to be hampered by misleading cognates
with their Ll (Dutch), but also with their L2 (English), when reading L3
(French).

Misleading cognates were significantly more difficult than Dutch-

English-French cognates, such as international technical terms.

In con-

tinued word association tasks with cognates and formal contrasts, by FrenchEnglish bilinguals, more response words to cognates than to formal contrasts
tended to be similar (Taylor, 1976).

Relationships within the conceptual

system are, therefore, more obvious with cognates than with formal contrasts.
In a study ori lexical errors in English compositions written by Finnish and
Swedish secondary school students, both Finns, who knew Swedish very well,
and Swedes, who did not know much Finnish, made a large number of errors on
Swedish-English misleading cognates (Wikberg, 1979).

The Finns made even

more errors that the Swedes (11.4% versus 8.4% of the total number of errors
for each population).

This situation is highly comparable to the Vietnamese

case as Finnish (Ll)

is unrelated to Swedish (L2), which is, in turn, related

to English (L3).

Our attention should now focus on what predictions can be

made, partly on the basis of these studies, about the transfer of French/
English C, FC and MC on English lexical recognition and production by Vietnamese speakers with knowledge of the particular French words.

Hypotheses on the recognition and production of English lexicon by native
Vietnamese speakers who have knowledge of French.

Since Vietnamese is unrelated to both French and English, we posit no
transfer to these languages (assumption).

We, therefore, limit our hypoth-

eses to the transfer effect of French/English C, FC and MC to English lexical
recognition and production by Vietnamese who know French.
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When a Vietnamese attempts to understand, in some context, an
English word that is a C of the French word, and the person knows this
French equivalent, earlier experience with the relatedness of French
and English will invite a guess of the meaning of the English word, and
the guess will be correct.

If the word is a FC of the French word, the

Vietnamese has no particular strategy for guessing the correct meaning,
and the correctness of the guess is merely a function of the person's
English word knowledge (no transfer is possible).
the person

en~ounters

In the case of MC, the

a word which appears to have the same or similar

form of a French word that is familiar, and is led on the wrong track,
which leads to an incorrect notion in the conceptual system.
In English production, the opposite approach is taken.

If the

Vietnamese does not know the particular English words, an attempt is
made to transfer the French form to English.

This will yield correct

results where C are concerned, but incorrect in the cases of FC and MC.
After some experience with English forms, the person is likely to notice
the French form for FC and will need to develop other means for producing
such English words.
most problematic.

As in the case of English recognition, MC are the
The production of an English MC appears to be obvious,

given knowledge of a French word with similar form.

However, this leads

to an incorrect response.
These three types of lexical relationships can be diagrammed as
shown in Figure 7.
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Cognates

Lexicon 2 (Frecnh)
~

i_====f~_------------J~C;O:;:::::l
i

Lexicon 3 (English)

I
i

1

Formal Contrasts

Lexicon 2 (French)
lit

---

0

0--

bed
Lexicon 3 (English)

0- -

-

-

-0

0---------0

aO========D

Conceptual
System

I
II

the correct links between English and the conceptual system to
be established
the correct links between French and the conceptual system
already known
the transfer lines between French and English
Figure 7
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Figure 7 (cont.)

Misleading Cognates

Lexicon 2 (French)
car

I

Conceptual
--_
_

_ -r---~--:::-_-~
r

__+

System

I
0--

bus_

~

Cl_ - -

car
Lexicon 3 (English)

0- -

-

-

-0

the correct links between English and the conceptual system
to be established

0---------0

the correct links between French and the conceptual system
already known

Ol========~"

the transfer lines between French and English
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For the case of cognates, the transfer is positive.
negative.

In the case of MC it is

Since the last case is somewhat ambiguous, the following illus-

tration may clarify the situation:

If a Vietnamese speaker has to recognize

the English car, the speaker will think that it is a cognate with the French
car and will, in doing so, reach for an incorrect notion in the conceptual
system.

As English bus ~ French voiture, an incorrect semantic interpre-

tation will be made.

If the same speaker has to produce English bus or coach

and knows the French word car, this also will yield the expression of a concept other than what was intended (English

= French voiture

~

French car).

Our hypothesis is that Vietnamese, who know the particular corresponding French words, produce significantly fewer errors in C than in FC, and
and significantly fewer errors in FC than in MC, in both recognition and
production of the related English words.

In cases where the particular French

word is not known, the number of correct guesses in recognition and production will just be a function of English word knowledge.

Such words should mani-

fest a different response pattern from those influenced by French knowledge,
at least for those Vietnamese speakers in the initial stages of English language acquisition.

The following experiment tests this hypothesis.
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METHOD

Subjects
The subjects were 54 male and 34 female recent Vietnamese immigrants to the United States, with little English knowledge.

Their

average age was 30.06 years (with a range of 17-63 years) and they have
been in this country for an average of 6.54 months.

For those knowing

French, the average length of French study was 6.35 years.

Contact was

made with the subjects via various Indo-Chinese resettlement programs and
elementary English classes in the San Francisco Bay Area, and subjects
were asked to participate by administrators in the various institutes.
Subjects were randomly assigned to receive one of two test forms.

Materials
Sixty nouns were selected (20 each of C, FC and MC) on the basis
of frequency counts of French (Mackey et al., 1966; Gougenheim, 1967,
and Juilland, 1970) and English (Carroll et al., 1971; Wei & Light, 1973,
and Abbas, 1979) to achieve comparable frequencies for each of the three
lists of C, FC and MC.

Both a Vietnamese-English phrase book (Duong

Thanh Bihn, 1975) and an English-Vietnamese phrase book (Nguyen Hy Quang,
1975) were consulted.

Various sources were also consulted for the Frenchl

English cognates (Hammer, 1978), formal contrast (Mackey et al., 1966),
and misleading cognates (BoilIot, 1930; Anderson & Hammer, 1938; Seward,
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1947, and Koessler, 1975).

Preference was given to high frequency "sur-

vival" concepts which would be important to recent immigrants.

Obvious

semantic voids in either Vietnamese of English were excluded.

These 60

nouns were eventually reduced to 30 (10 of each type of lexical contrast),
and were each embedded into a sentence which allowed for a natural lexical recognition and production task, avoiding situations where the context clearly gives away the meaning of the word.

(See Appendix 1 for a

list of the 30 nouns used.)
The definitive test consisted of one of two randomly selected
'orders of the 30 sentences (see Appendixes 2 and 3).

Within each sen-

tence, the target word, designated with a circle around it, appeared in
either Vietnamese or English.

The circled word in each sentence was to

be translated into English and French when appearing in Vietnamese and
into Vietnamese and French when appearing in English.

It was randomly de-

cided which of the cognate target words would appear in Vietnamese and
which in English, and likewise with the formal contrasts and misleading
cognates.

Those target words which appeared in English in the first

random order of the test appeared in Vietnamese in the other order, and
vice versa.

Therefore, no target word appeared in both English and

Vietnamese within the same test form.
Answer sheets were provided, with the column heads of "Englishft,
tlVietnamese ll and "French tl (written in Vietnamese).

For each test item,

the inappropriate language was crossed out (e.g., when the target word
appeared in English, the English box was made unavailable).

This served
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the purpose of making sure that the subjects indicated their responses
in the appropriate column and, also, to insure that they understood which
language the target word appeared in.

In all cases the French column

was left free, as in each case the subjects were asked to indicate the
French word, if it was known.
Subjects attended the testing session in variously sized groups.
Once assembled, subjects were randomly given a test booklet containing
written instructions in Vietnamese, a biographical questionnaire, one
of the two test forms and its corresponding answer sheet.

Time was

given for the subjects to read the instructions (explaining the translation task, filling in the "French" column whenever possible, and guessing when unsure, as well as stressing that spelling is not crucial,
emphasizing the need to work independently, and reassuring the subjects
that their results on this task will have no bearing on finding a job
in the U.S., etc.).

Time was allowed for questions, and a Vietnamese

speaker was available throughout the entire session to answer any questions.
The test was not specifically timed, although a maximum of one
hour was given.

Subjects returned the test booklet and answer sheet to

the experimenter when completed, and were thanked for their participation.

Design
A 3 X 2 factorial design with repeated measures was used, with
target words either being French-English cognates, formal contrasts or
misleading cognates and target words appearing in either Vietnamese or
English within each sentence (making the task one of either recognition
or production of English).
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Results
Due to the nature of the hypothesis, the results were not analyzed as presented in the Design section.

First, as the hypothesis

suggests an effect of French knowledge of a specific word on learning
its English counterpart, the words, themselves, act as subjects in the
analysis.

Subjects would only be of interest if they either knew all

30 words in French, or none of the 30 words in French.

This experiment

was not designed to make any claims about people who speak French versus
those who do'not, specifically, but rather, investigates the effect of
particular word knowledge.
Each target word was presented in both languages (as when it
appeared in English in one of the test forms, it appeared in Vietnamese
in the other) and the data were tabulated as shown in Figure 8.

Responses

1

Cognates

10
11

Formal
Contrasts
20

21
Misleading
Cognates
30
F - French
E = English
V = Vietnamese
A negative sign (-) preceding any letter indicates
that an error was made in that language.
Figure 8
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In order to
researchers.

an~lyze

It was

the results. an assumption was made by the

d~cided

that English knowledge was demonstrated

whenever the subject gave a correct response in English or Vietnamese
(columns headed FIE, Flv, -FIE, -F/v in the above table).

This is ob-

viously the case when a subject produces the correct response in English
(production), but it is also the case when a correct response is given
in Vietnamese, as the subject has to have read an English target word
in nrder to produce the Vietnamese (recognition).
The major analysis of the data, therefore, interprets the resuIts by looking at three types of lexical contrasts (cognates, formal
contrasts and misleading cognates) over two levels of English knowledge
(where the French equivalent was either known or not known).

Percent-

ages of the total number of correct responses for each cell are as shown
in Table 2.
PERCENT

O~~

NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES

French Knowledse

~

ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE

Non-French Knowledse

Cognates

37.61

32.28

Formal
Contrasts

28.67

51.72

Misleadins
Cognates

13.93

30.39
Table 2

Figure 9 is a graphic representation of the results, showing
the trend of the eff2ct of French knowledge on learning English words,
broken down according to recognition and production.
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THE EFFECT OF FRENCH KNOWLEDGE ON ENGLISH RECOGNITION AND PRODUCTION
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Figure 9

There is a statistically significant effect of type of lexical
contrast when French knowledge is demonstrated, with French-English cognates known at a higher rate than formal contrasts, which are known at a
higher rate than misleading cognates

(! =

29.19, df = 2/Z7, £ (.001).

A multiple comparison test shows that all levels of this factor are significantly different from each other (Newman-Keuls:
7.76; r = Z, crit. diff. = 6.43).

r = 3, crit. diff.

Without French knowledge, a signifi-

cant ,effect of the type of lexical contrast is observed

2/27, £\.001).

(!

= 9.38, df

=

This significant effect is attributed to the high per-

centage of correct translations of formal contrasts, however, as evidenced by a multiple comparison test (Newman-Keuls:
7.76; r = 2, crit. diff. = 6.43).

r

= 3,

crit. diff.

A check was made on the distinction

=
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between production (translating Vietnamese into English) and recognition
(translating English into Vietnamese), and the data suggest no significant difference between the two

(! = 1.42, df = 1/58,

~

\ .05).

DISCUSSION

The data appears to support the hypothesis that the transfer effect of items from French to English overrules word knowledge.

Using 30

common words, the case where transfer effects are beneficial (e) produces
the most correct translations.

The case where transfer effects serve no

purpose (Fe) produces fewer correct responses, and the case where transfer effects produce error (Me) yields the worst results.
The fact that significant results were also obtained for the nonFrench

kn~wledge

group does not weaken the theory.

The multiple compari-

son test verifies that the results are statistically significant due to
the Fe group only.

As there is no systematic reason why these words

should be significantly easier than any others (see Appendix 1 for a list
of words), it is reasonable that chance is a factor in this case.

Further-

more, as the results for French and non-French knowledge yield different
trends, there is evidence that knowledge of French has a direct bearing
on learning English.

The purpose of this study is only to look at the

effect of knowing a second language (L2) and learning a third (L3),
when the mother tongue (Ll) is unrelated to either L2 or L3 and L2 and
L3 are linguistically related.

Therefore, this research is only con-

cerned with the fact that knowledge of the French word influences learning the English counterpart, and not how English words are acquired when
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the related French is not in the person's vocabulary.
Important to the theory, also, is the fact that the transfer effect is observed both during recognition and production.

The trends are

the same for both tasks, and in that there is no statistically significant
difference between the two, over the three types of lexical contrasts,
we can be fairly sure that the transfer effect is not merely an artifact
of only one aspect of language use.

The present results suggest that the

transfer effect is present in both of the necessary skills for mastering
a language "-- recognition and production.
Additional observations of the nature of some of the responses,
although not statistically analyzed, suggest the strength of the transfer
effect, in that the reverse effect is also noted.

Vietnamese speakers

knowing the English word tend to transfer this knowledge to French, if
they think that these languages are similar for the particular word (e.g.,
indicating an English word wall and a French word walle, when the French
translation is mur)."

Such findings are indicative of the presence of the

transfer effect of linguistically related languages.

Conclusions for psycholinguistic theory

~

lexical transfer processes.

U1ijn (in press) concludes that if a thorough conceptual analysis
is of utmost importance in reading a foreign language, all types of lexical contrasts between foreign and native language will hamper, since
content words are the main carriers of meaning in the text.

In the Shadok

project data, there was an indication that ll/L2/13 cognates were easier
to recognize than 11/12/13 misleading cognates.

This indication was observed

for both Dutch (11) and English (L2) by Dutch engineering students reading
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French (L3).

These indications are largely confirmed as effects in an

L1/L2/L3 setting, where L1 = Vietnamese, L2

= French

and L3

= English,

in an English lexical recognition and production task for Vietnamese
native speakers knowing the target words in French.
Furthermore, formal contrasts, probably the largest category of
lexical contrast in any language pair, appear in the middle of the range
of difficulty.

Vietnamese, knowing French and beginning to read English,

are helped by French/English cognates (positive transfer), "misled" by
misleading cognates (negative transfer) and do not receive any help or
interference from formal contrasts (no transfer).

The successful recog-

nition of this category is just a function of word knowledge.
Thus, as far as lexical transfer processes are concerned, lexical
recognition and production are quite similar.

Relations between concep-

tual system and lexicon seem to be comparable in both cases, whereas in
other subsystems of the language process, certain activities are limited
to production, and others to recognition (e.g., the script recognizer and
santence/text parser in reading, and the sentence/text generator and
script producer in writing; Kempen, 1976).
Although the present authors strongly believe that our data support
our hypotheSis, we realize that it is important not to overgeneralize the
results.

This study is limited to a beginning knowledge of English.

Lexical transfer effects are minor, comparatively, in advanced stages of
learning, as has been demonstrated with the German language

(Vall

Weeren,

19 7 7) and the English language (Huiejes-Schreuder. 1978) acquired by
Dutch students.

In these advanced stages of language learning, even
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misleading cognates produced relatively few errors.

Furthermore, Jordens

(1979) has demonstrated that L1-L2 similarity or transparency is an important factor in the rejection or acceptance of idiomatic German by Dutch
students, but that this effect diminishes with the amount of learning.
Whereas first year students tend to rely heavily on transparency, fourth
year students do not, at all.
Additionally, it should be remembered that the present study is
limited to written language.
b~bly

Transfer effects in

2!!!

language are pro-

largely affected by the pronunciation of the particular words.

Viet-

namese, French, and English phonological systems are so vastly different
that knowledge of French pronunciation does not even allow for correct
recognition of French words pronounced as English (cognates).

On the pro-

duction side, French/English cognates pronounced in a Vietnamese or French
manner would be barely intelligible to a native English speaker.
Despite the fact that we warn against overgeneralizing the present
results beyond written language at the beginning stages of learning, we,
nevertheless, believe that these lexical transfer effects discovered at
the sentence level also hold for larger portions of

~

(for a recent

study on text comprehension, see Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978).

Furthermore,

the lexical transfer effects are also valid for other related language
pairs (e.g., English/German, English/Spanish, Dutch/German, and Russian/
Polish) although replication studies are obviously needed with adapted
word and sentence materials.

In analyzing other language pairs, it is

important to define the lexical distance between the languages observed.
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The present study only researched the three basic types of lexical
contrasts.

Relations between conceptual system and lexicon are not of a

one-to-one correspondence.

C, FC and MC often occur in combinations as

homonymic or synonymic setting on one language, and not in the other.
Further research along these lines would be challenging, as the lexical and
conceptual variables involved in such settings are not easily manipulated
experimentally.

Implications for teaching English to native Vietnamese speakers.

The importance of cognate-based teaching of a foreign language
related to the native language is largely demonstrated by Hammer (1978).
If English and French share 11,000 words, the learner needs very few new
words.

At least in the beginning, it is only necessary to learn how to

apply knowledge of the person's first language to the second, and related language.

The commonalities between French and English are also

relevant for multilingual settings in which French or English is the
second language and the other is the third.
In teaching English to immigrants, sometimes the native language
is taken into account.

However, for different reasons, immigrants may

know several languages.

If English is related to any of these languages,

it makes sense to consider this factor and place the students in homogeneous ESL classes.

African, Arab, Caribbean (Haitian) or Polynesian

students might know French, and within the classroom setting, this lexical transfer effect could be utilized in the teaching of English.
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Once validated, the test used in this experiment could serve as
a placement test, in an adapted version, even for other (Indo-Chinese)
immigrants.

At the least, it could function as a tool to measure the

French bias of Vietnamese speakers.

English/French lexical transfer

seems to be relevant, also, for multilingual settings such as the Dutch
secondary school, where English and French are acquired simultaneously.
Too little is presently known about this type of acquisition.
In conclusion, lexical transfer can be positive, however, it can
also be negative.

Too much cautioning against the traps of the mislead-

ing cognates could be counterproductive with more errors being produced
than avoided.

It might be recommendable to provide ESL or FL students

with exercises based implicitly on lexical contrasts and not exaggerate
explicit teaching of the "wolves in sheep's clothing" (MC), particularly
not in the beginning of the learning process.

Whenever explicit teaching

is needed, translation seems to be the only reliable way to elucidate
the exact meaning of the C, FC and MC shared by the two languages involved.
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APPENDIX 1

The 30 English nouns used in the experiment
(followed by the French words if their spelling is different)

Cognates

Formal Contrasts

Misleading Cognates

age/age

bed/lit

anniversary/anniversaire

cousin

bird /0 iseau

car

fruit

day/jour

cart/carte

million/mil ion

door/porte

cave

page

foot/pied

coin

police

pen/plume

crayon

prison

street/rue

fabric/fabrique

restaurant

wall/mur

lecture

table

water/eau

library/librairie

village

window/fen~tre

patron
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APPENDIX 2:

English translations of the sentences used in the experiment

Formal Contrasts
1.

There is a beautiful bird over there.

2.

His foot was badly injured in the accident.

3.

The street was full of people in the evening.

4.

At the end of the day, the students returned home.

5.

You must have water in order to live.

6.

There is only one window in the office.

7.

The bed was hard and uncomfortable.

8.

The pen fell out of his pocket onto the floor.

9.

It was possible to find the door in the darkness.

10.

A !!!1 remained standing after the fire.

Misleading Cogpates
1.

Traveling by

2.

The temperature in the

3.

He couldn't see the coin from where he was standing.

4.

The fabric was designed by a highly paid consultant.

S.

The picture was drawn with a crayon.

6.

We have had many patrons this past year.

7.

The lecture was very informative.

8.

I found a purse in the library.

9.

There is an exhibit of antique

10.

~

is very exciting.
~

was always cool.

~

at the museum.

It rained on the day of her anniversary.
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APPENDIX 2:

English translations (cont.)

Cognates
1.

That shape can be found on each

2.

The village that you are looking for is ten miles from here.

3.

Cold fruit is always enjoyable during the hot summer.

4.

This restaurant is too expersive for my budget.

5.

She polished the table for more than an hour.

6.

The official asked the refugee about his age.

7.

His cousin is visiting from out of town.

8.

The unemployment rate will not drop below three million.

9.

The police suggested that we leave.

10.

~.

The disturbance at the prison caused much alarm.
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APPENDIX 3:

Form A

) I

.-

1.

Foot cua anh ta bi thuong nang trong mot tai nan.

2.

Co mot con bird 0' dang loa.

3.

Vi en chJc hbi ngUoi di cu nam nay bao nhieu tuoi?

4.

C~ ay danh bong cai ban hon mot tieng dong ho:

5.

Street buoi to! h~m 'ay

day

6.

H~t day, sinh vien tro

ve nha.

7.

ai du 1ich bang

8.

Tam hinh duoc ...re bang but chi.

9.

Td cho anh ta (!'ting, anh ta khang the' nhln thai cai coin.

.,/

~

nhu~g nguol.

.,

-'/'

hao hung lam.

10.

Con nguo! phai co nuoc mOi song duoc.

11.

Co cuoc trie; 1a~ ban do'co' o'vi~n bao t~ng.

12.

Trong v~n phong chi co mot c~i cui. so:

13.

Bai t:9.p doc rat'

14.

C~nh sat de' nghi chtlng toi phai di khai cho ay.

15.

Village ma anh dang tim thi cach day 10

16.

Trong ~ 1uc nao Cling

rna t •

17.

H~'m sinh n~t cua ba

thl trdi mu~.

18.

Nam ~a qua cui. hang chung fai co nhieu nguc:i quaD.

19.

Ta co th~ thay hlnh do o/moi ~.

20.

Trong bong toi

21.

Cai giuong ~y cung q~a na~ kho~g auac thdai ~i.

22.

Restaurant n~y r~t dst d~i voi t~i tie~ cua t~i.

hap

rna

dan'.

ay

dam.

.!i,

cung co the tixn ra cai eua' ra v~ ~I cl~o nso?
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APPENDIX 3:

Form A (cont.)

23.

Sau vu ch~y chi con ~~t bu6 tub;g aung sung.

24.

C~i but nguy~~ tti rot khbi tui xuong

25.

Mot nguoi

'_

co

van luang cao

da

,

aat.
1

ve kieu fabric

do.

26.

tu

27.

sJ

28.

TSi

29.

Anh ho .clla anh 'iiy tJ xa t/di choi.

30.

Mua he nong ndc fruit lanh an

khuay dong trong nha

aa tim

ra cai vi

lam ai cung 96 qua.

(Y tiem
s~ch.
--

{at

thi~h.
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English

ANSWER SHEET (c = correct, e - error)

Vietnamese

French

l.

ban ch;n, chiib

pied

2.

chim

oiseau

3.

age, old

""
age

4.

table

table

5.

aiio'ng :(pno), ngoai

rue

6.

ngay

jour
(c) voiture, auto

7.

(c) xe, xe-o-to, xe hoi
(c) xe du loch
(e) xe buyt, o-to-buyt

8.

(e) pencil
(e) crayon

crayon
(c) tein (trong), "'/feng xu
(e) goc, eanh

9.

(e) bus, car

(c) monnaie, piece
(e) coin, angle

10.

water

eau

II.

(c) maps
(e) cards, carts

cartes, plans

12.

window

fenetre

13.

(c) reading
(e) lecture

(c) lecture
(e) discours

14.

police

police

15.

'\

ngoi lang
lang, xs.

village
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(cont.)

English

Vietnamese
(c)

16.

ANSWER SHEET (c

h~ng

(e) ham

= correct,

e = error)

French
(c) grotte
(e) cave

17.

(c) birthday
(e) anniversary

anniversaire

18.

(c) boss, manager
(e) patron

manager, patron
superviseur, gerant
trang
chuang-gray

19.

page

20.

door

porte

21.

bed

lit
hang an, nha hang
tien an

22.

restaurant

23.

wall

mur, paroi

24.

pen

bic, plume
sty10

...

(c) vai voc
(e) xuong may
<

25.

)

(c) tissu
(e) fabrique

26.

million

milion

27.

prison, jail

prison

28.

(c) bookstore
(e) library

librairie

29.

cousin

cousin

30.

/\.

trai cay

fruit
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Form B

1.

Vien chll'c hOi nguo'i di cd nim nay bao nhi~u age?

2.

Police aeJnghi chl.tng toi phAi d'i khdi cho'

3.

Wdng bu'6'i t~i hom

4.

~t ngay sinh vien trb've'nhs.

5.

Co mot con chim ~ dang kia.

6.

Trong bong t~i

7.

ili du lich bang ~ b~yt hao hring lam.

8,

"
Co

9.

T~i da tim ra c~i vi

ay

ay

a:n:y •

day nh~g ngubf.

mB. cung co the tim ra c'ai door 6' cho' nao?

danh bong cai table hon mot tieng dong ho~

&library.

dat doi' vdi tiii t{en tOl..

10.

Hang an nay rat

11.

Ttl chb anh ta dung anh ta khang the} nhin thay cai goc.

12.

M~t nguo'i co van lU6ng cao

13.

C6 cuOc tri~

14.

C~i pen rot khdi tid xuong

15.

Mtia he nong nac

16.

Ta co the- th8.Y hinh do d mot trang.

17.

N~m vua qua cua)h~ng chung toi co nhieu' patrons.

18.

Trong ham ruou 1uc nao cung mat.

19.

Lang ma anh dang tim thi each

20.

Ty 1e that nghiep

"""-

aa

ve k{e~ xud~g may GO.

lam carts co! 6' vien bko
.!:.!:!!.

~"

tang.

da't.

c~'y 1anh an rat thich.

\

day

10 d~~.

sa khang ,wong duol

ba million.
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Form B (ont.)

21.

Ba~ chan clla anh ta bi thuong nang trong mot tai non.

22.
23.

Tam hi~h dudc ve bang crayon.
,
Trong van phong chi co mot cai window.

24.

Cousin cua anh ay tu xa toi choi.

25.

Hom

26.

Su khu(ay dong

/

..J

A

_

....J

;"

,

anniversary cria ba ay thi tr~1 mua.

........

trong prison lam ai cung 86 qua.
.T

~,-"

... , _ \

27.

Bai lecture rat hap dan.

28.

Cai beday ctin'g qua, na~ khang dtioc tho~i ma!.

29.

Con nguch phai co water moi songdu'oc.

30.

Sau vu ch~y chi con ~ot wall dung sung.
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FORM B:

English

ANSWER SHEET (c

= correct,

e

= error)

Vietnamese

French

1-

tuoi

age

2.

canh-sat
linh kin

police
gendarme

;"

3.

street

rue

4.

day

jour

5.

bird

oiseau

6.

7.

ctta: ra vao
(c) bus
(e) car

porte
car, bus

8.

b'lm

table

9.

(c) thie; vien
(e) tiem sach

(c) bibliotheque
(e) librairie

10.

restaurant

restaurant

11.

(c) corner
(e) coin

coin, angle

12.

(c) factory
(e) fabric

fabrique

13.

(c) xe-keo
(e) blin-cto

(c) charettes
(e) cartes

14.

b6t mUc, viet muc
but nguyen tu, but may

sty10, plume

15.

fruit

fruit
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English
16.

(cont.)

ANSWER SHEET (c

Vietnamese

page

17.

= correct,

e = error)

French
page

khach

(c) clients
(e) patrons

18.

(c) cellar
(e) cave

cave

19.

village

village

20.
21.

trieu
foot

milion
pied
(c) pastel

22.

(c) phan man, viet man
btit ne man
(e) but chi, viet chi

23.

Cu'a'-SOl

femrtre

24.

em ho
anh ho

cousin

25.

(c) ngay ky niem,ngay Ie
(e) sinh nhat

(c) jubilee
(e) anniversaire

26.

(nha) tu

prison

27.

'" ' van
(c) tien
(e) tap doc

(c) conference
(e) lecture

28.

gUhng

lit

29.

nudc

30.

btic tu'dng
vach tu'ong'

(e) crayon

. eau
mur
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Other internal publications on Foreign Language Acquisition of the
Eindhoven University of Technology
Research related:
Series: Foreign-Language Acquisition Research THE (irregular)
1. Ulijn, J.M., Verslag van het tweede internationale congres voor
toegepaste linguistiek, gehouden te Cambridge,
September 1969.
2. Ulijn, J.M., Verslag van een stage 'Onderwijs in het Frans als technisch-wetenschappelijke vaktaal', uitgevoerd bij CREDIF
te Parijs en St. Cloud, November 1969.
3. Ulijn, J.M., Evaluatie van een audio-visuele cursus Nederlands voor
Filippijnse verpleegsters, October 1970.
4. Ulijn, J.M., Vreemde-talenonderwijs aan de Technische Hogeschool
Eindhoven, verslag van een enquete onder staf en studenten, June 1971.
5. Dekker, W.P.M. den, Verbeeck, J. & Hilhorst, K., Techniek voor een
cursus Frans, April 1979.
Course materials (not numbered):
- Ledieu, J.,

Rapport d'etude sur l'enseignement du

fran~ais,

langue

de specialite (French reading and listening exercises
for engineering students), June 1971.
- Sampic. G.

Themes de conversation

fran~aise

a

l'usage d'€leves-

ingenieurs, June ]974 (nr.l.104).
- Allen, R.L., Heynick, F. et al., Working Technical/Scientific Sentences,
June 1980.
(in preparation):
Sciences, Techniques et Societe
series de textes
1. Mechanique

a

lire et

a

2. Electrotechnique
3. Ingenierie Industrielle
4. Urbanisme et Architecture
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